
 

Learn to Quilt #1 - Gallery Quilt with J'Ann McEwen 
 

This 44” x 62” fun quilt is from the book Modern Views with 3-Yard Quilts by Fabric Cafe. 
It can be made bigger but will require more homework and more fabric. We will build 
our blocks with strip sets. The centers of the blocks are your focus fabric and the 
background consist of a light and a dark fabric. 
Confident Beginner, $50 

 
MUSKEGON – Tues., 2/2 & 2/23; 9:30 AM - 4 PM 
WYOMING – Sat., 1/28 & 2/25; 9:30AM – 4PM 

 

 

Supply List: 
Gallery Quilt pattern found in the Modern Views with 3-Yard Quilts book by Fabric Cafe 
Fabric Requirements: 

3 1-yard cuts of 44/45” fabric (one light, one dark and one as a focus fabric) 
3 yards 45/45” wide fabric for backing 

Batting for a 44 x 62” quilt 
NOTE: The binding strips are cut at 2-1/2” x WOF and NOT 1-1/4” so you will need to add a little more fabric for 
the binding. 

 
Machine in good working order and one you are familiar with 
1/4” piecing foot or quilting foot with guide (recommended) OR open toe foot if you prefer to piece with this 
75/11 quilting needles or 70/10 Microtex sharp needles for piecing 
90 Topstitch needles for quilting 
50 wt neutral color piecing thread (beige or gray works well also) 
Fabric marking pencil or other marking pencil such as Friction 
Stripology ruler if you have one 
Square up ruler to cover block size 9 1/2 x 9 1/2” 
6-1/2” square ruler 
6 x 24” ruler 
Thread for quilting 
Monopoly thread (optional) for stitch in the ditch 
Self-threading needles (optional) for hiding threads after quilting 
Basic sewing supplies including: 

Scissors 
Seam ripper 
Straight pins 

Rotary cutting mat (18” x 24” recommended) 
Rotary cutter (45 mm recommended) 
Walking foot for quilting — not used until later 
505 Temporary Adhesive Spray 
Roxanne’s Glue - to be used if doing binding entirely by machine 

 
PLEASE HAVE SUPPLIES AND PATTERN PURCHASED PRIOR TO CLASS DATE 

 
 

Save 10% on class supplies purchased at Lakeshore Sewing! 
Whenever possible, please order or purchase class supplies at least 2 weeks in advance. Thank you! 


